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Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. once said, we all are “caught in an inescapable 
network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one 
directly, affects all indirectly.” 

When you come to The Children’s March concert, you will have a unique and singular 
experience, an experience informed by the past and revealed to us again sixty years 
later.  

The music for this concert was written (and traditional music was chosen) by composer 
Andrew Bleckner of Philadelphia. Charlotte Blake Alston, a professional storyteller and 
the Philadelphia Orchestra’s Official Storyteller, Narrator, and Host, researched the 
event and wrote the lyrics and narration of this unusual work. Ms. Alston was the 
narrator for the premiere of The Children’s March in Philadelphia in 2013. 

In 2012, Mr. Bleckner and Ms. Alston were commissioned by Singing City* of 
Philadelphia to compose a work based on the historical and life-changing Children’s 
March in Birmingham, Alabama in 1963. Singing City was founded as an integrated 
choir in 1948, and they have become an integral part of the community of Philadelphia.  
The expected performance time of the commission was 40 minutes. Once Mr. Bleckner 
and Ms. Alston began their research, they realized this would be a much larger project 
than its original conception.  
Before the premiere of The Children’s March in 2013, Mr. Bleckner gave an interview to 
J. Bernstein of the Jewish Exponent, a weekly community newspaper in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, and the second-oldest continuously published Jewish newspaper in the 
United States.   
In the interview, Mr. Bleckner said, “When I was in the 11th grade, I read a short book by 
Martin Buber that had a profound influence upon me. Buber posits that each individual 
has a unique place in the world, and that we should find our own path, and thereby 
honor God in doing so by fulfilling our unique path. I started to learn the piano at that 
point, and I felt that sitting at the piano was a form of the highest prayer possible, that it 
was my unique path in which I could honor God and fulfill my potential in the universe.” 
*From the Website of Singing City: "In 1948, Singing City was founded as an integrated choir, with 
the belief that differences between races, religions, and cultures could be bridged by people coming 
together in shared activities. For seventy-five years we’ve been expressing our commitment to 
inclusion and community building through the highest levels of musical artistry, both at home in 



Philadelphia and through national and international concert tours and festival appearances, by our 
choir and our educational program for youth, T-VOCE (Teen Voices of the City Ensemble)." 

What was the Children's March (also referred to as the Children's Crusade)? It was a 
protest against extreme locally lawful segregation in the city of Birmingham. It followed 
numerous other protests throughout the South. Over 1,000 school students participated 
in Birmingham, Alabama, in May 1963.  
The protest was intended to be non-violent. Initiated and organized by the Rev. James 
Bevel, the purpose of the march was to walk downtown and have a conversation with 
the mayor about segregation in their city. The children slipped away from their schools 
(while the teachers turned a blind eye), and were sent out in groups of fifty, carrying 
signs. The marchers were arrested, set free, and then arrested again the next day. But 
then things got much more complicated.  
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The children continued to try to march, but now they were stopped by the 
“commissioner of public safety,” Bull Connor, who brought in dogs, paddy wagons, and 
fire hoses to frighten them into submission. 

 

 
 
The “Double Jacket” firehose used on the children is described here by the 
manufacturer: "The double jacket fire hose is typically used for…industrial firefighting, 
master stream appliance, and crash/fire rescue use due to its 400PSI service pressure 
rating.” The hoses were so powerful that they drove the children into the ground or into 
the walls of buildings and tore their clothing. It was terrifying and it HURT!   
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Police dogs were brought in and set upon the marching children. Many were bitten. 

 

 
 
These horrific events were photographed and reported by journalists both nationally and 
internationally, showing the world what was happening in a city in which segregation 
had increased manyfold since the Civil War, a hundred years earlier.   



 
 
Malcolm X and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. had both expressed opposition to the 
Children’s Crusade because they thought it would expose the children to violence, 
which it most certainly did. However, the children had watched as their parents were 
abused and insulted in their daily lives, forced to live hand to mouth in an economy 
without opportunities for improvement, with very few opportunities for success in any 
endeavor. On the other hand, the children had also listened to speeches and sermons 
about the Civil Rights Movement that had been growing for a decade, giving them hope 
for the future. They heard lectures on methods of non-violent resistance, and before 
their own marches they and their parents  were assured that those methods would keep 
them reasonably safe. Instead, the children were met with firehoses, dogs, and billy 
clubs.  
How many of us remember how bad things were 60 years ago, or were even aware of 
the conditions that made such decisive actions necessary? Much of the country 
accepted racism as natural, which was often expressed in the South as legally 
sanctioned segregation of schools, churches, businesses, housing, public bathrooms, 
buses, theaters, restaurants, and even drinking fountains and waiting rooms.  
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And what were the results of this segregation? Almost universal poverty for African-
American communities because well-paying jobs were not available to them; poor 
schools, because the myth of “separate but equal” was never realized; poor housing 
because it was restricted; a poor education also guaranteed a lack of employment 
opportunities; voting rights were denied, so political progress could not be made; there 
were a hundred other intentional and unintentional results, but for a person who is 
disrespected by those in authority and by local laws, the ultimate problem is personal 
and internal: the development of a deep and abiding hopelessness about one’s life and 
future.  

The problem was certainly not limited to Birmingham, or even to Alabama. In the late 
19th and early 20th centuries, the state of Florida led the nation in racially motivated 
lynchings. The Black communities of Rosewood and Ocoee in Florida were attacked by 
White mobs, with many killed and the towns completely destroyed. Sundown laws were 
enacted in many places in the South and the North, meaning that Black people were not 
allowed in town (or in the county) after the sun went down. A little town in Indiana had 
floats from the Ku Klux Klan and the John Birch Society in their Independence Day 
parades. 

So, composer Bleckner and lyricist Alston are faced with a nearly overwhelming task: 
How do you do justice to this complex and horrifying history working only with music 
and words? They divided their opus into five sections: “Opening,” “Timeline of Struggle,” 
“Birmingham,” “The Children March,” and “Epilogue,” moving from pain to positive 
action.  

The opening hymn is a new setting of the James Russell poem, “Once to every man 
and nation comes the moment to decide, in the strife of truth with falsehood for the good 
or evil side.” From there they proceed to the words of various legislative acts, like the 
Emancipation Proclamation ending slavery and the Fourteenth Amendment to the 
Constitution guaranteeing full citizenship for anyone born on United States soil.   



In Section 3, “Birmingham,” there is a very plaintive original song with the words (in 
part): “Please explain to me why they hate us so, Mama, can you tell me why there are 
places I can’t go? I pray to God to help me understand why they hate us so…Why 
would a full grown man fear a little child like me?...The Bible says that Jesus loves us 
all. Do they have a different God who made their hearts so small?” 

There is a sprinkling of Spirituals and Gospel numbers throughout the work, which bring 
a sense of authenticity. 

Ultimately, the Children’s March, combined with pressure from other parts of the United 
States and the world, had far-reaching and immediate results in Birmingham. Quoting 
from the lyrics of Charlotte Blake Alston in the final section: 

“Children toppled pillars of power, dismantled support beams of oppression, with their 
courage brought to its knees an unjust and inhuman system. City leaders began to 
engage in meaningful negotiations to place in the refuse of history all laws of 
segregation. The accomplishments in Birmingham began to turn the tide; the victory 
was a wave that others, friend and foe, would ride. It led to the March on 
Washington…then came the bombing of four little girls…sweet sacrificial pearls. 

“But residual hatred was not enough to derail justice from its tracks.” (The Civil Rights 
Act is signed) …“After weeks of imprisonment officials released all children still 
detained. They could scrub their bodies clean but the memories would still remain. But 
we must all remember when telling the proud story of the land, that shining moment in 
history when Black children took a stand.” 

From a speech by John F. Kennedy, June 11, 1963, in which he finally began his push 
for Civil Rights legislation, completed by Congress and signed into law by President 
Lyndon B. Johnson in 1964: 
“This is not a sectional issue ... Nor is this a partisan issue ... This is not even a legal or 
legislative issue alone ... We are confronted primarily with a moral issue. ... 
“If an American, because his skin is dark, cannot eat lunch in a restaurant open to the 
public; if he cannot send his children to the best public school available; if he cannot 
vote for the public officials who represent him; if, in short, he cannot enjoy the full and 
free life which all of us want – then who among us would be content to have the color of 
his skin changed and stand in his place? Who among us would then be content with the 
counsels of patience and delay? ... 
“We preach freedom around the world, and we mean it, and we cherish our freedom 
here at home. But are we to say to the world, and much more importantly to each other, 
that this is the land of the free – except for the negroes? That we have no second class 
citizens – except negroes? That we have no class or caste system, no ghettoes, no 
master race – except with respect to negroes?” 

 
From the interview with composer Andrew Bleckner: “The Children’s March…speaks to 
the universal human story of our fight with tyranny and injustice. 



“I believe The Children’s March is, in fact, a sacred journey,” he said. “It is a march for 
freedom and justice, and the conclusion—a setting of ‘There Is a Balm in Gilead’—lifts 
the listener to a higher spiritual plane. 

“In today’s dark times,” he concluded, “I naturally hope that listeners will be inspired to 
activism against resurgent forces of prejudice and intolerance.” 

 

 

 

 


